















































































































































































































































































































































































































































coffee  at 
Winchells


















cigarettes  smoked  
five -minutes'
 
worth, lying by the dozens in 
sand-jurs 
a 
sliver of yellow light 
on a porch on 
Eleventh
 street, Saturday
 night at one 
minute to two, and the  black
 cut-outs of 
a boy and girl 
whispering good -nights
 




 the swarm 
a  
I the yellow boxes grabbing for the 
Daily news at 10:21....
 





with only a blackbird 
acting
 like a big 
deal  iu a far-off tree . . . 




swirling skirt that 
everybody  pretends not 
to look at.... 
   
In other 
words, the snack -bar juke -box 
playing Johnny Mathis
 at an unromantic 







 fin -gar tipits 
ahhr 
wahhh   




clatter of platters at 
Julian's smoke -
filled room on 
a Sunday night at 
six:  and 
"Number 
sixty-six and 




































Successfully ending one 
aca-
demic year was rewarding for 





majoring either in engineering, ed-
ucation,  or music, were 
awarded
 
scholarships from 29 sponsors 
which totaled $11,815, to be used 
fur the 1960-61 academic year. 




Donald 0. Stanley, $400 from 
Western Electric; Michael King 




 Association; Jack M. Pope 













































































 $27)0 from the 
San  Jose 
Women's Club; Wilma
 Ilackworth, 
$100 from Delta Kappa Gamma, 
Gamma. Omega chapter; Heather 
Stroup, $100 from Delta Kappa 
Gamma, Alpha Kappa chapter; 





Association; and $50 was 
aWarded  
to Roberta 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































 by Council 




 last council I 
meeting of the school 
year. 
Recognition had been postponed 
by the
 1959-60 council pending the 
outcome of a 
scheduled
 court case 
against TASC next semester. 
Everett Avila, TASC representa-
tive, pointed out that the tempor-
ary recogntion the group has 
would run out this 
semester
 and 
temporary recognition could not be 
given
 twice. 
"The group would 
cease to ex-
ist," he explained. "The case would 
not come before the ASH Judiciary 
because the
 TASC would not be a 
campus organization." 
TASC will go on trial for viola,  
lion of an ASB 
regulation which 
states all activities  off campus 
must be approved by the 
ASH. 
TASC picketed
 two downtown 
stores over the Easter vacation in 




The ASH Judiciary got its pow-
ers spelled out in 
the by-laws and 
its 
membership  approved all in one 
meeting. Chief 
justice
 next fall 




By RON MILLER 
San Jose
 State is faced with 
what may become its greatest pro-
blem --what to do with its "semi-
literate" 
population.  
Next semester SJS English pro-
fessors will be 
teaching  47 sec-
tions of remedial English. That's 




This semester there were 1200 
students 
taking
 the sub -freshman 
English A course. A third of those 
students will not pass the
 course. 
What's the matter? A poll of fa-
culty members and administrators 
revealed  that an almost over-
whelming rush of "semi -literate" 
students 
are  being admitted to SJS 
each  semester. The same thing is 
happening
 all over 
the  state. 
What  can we do? 




DOES IT BELONG? 
A poll of 38 faculty members 
and administrators split several
 
ways.  Of the 38, 19 went so far as 
to say the sub -freshman or reme-
dial training 
doesn't  even belong 
in the college curriculum. 
"I'm inclined
 to agree," said Dr. 
Harold 
P. Miller, head of the Eng-
lish department,
 "but only in the-
The state has 
an obligation to 
provide help for students weak In 
that area, Dr. 
Miller  said. Studies 
have shown 
that
 many of these 
students go on to make "A" aver-
ages in 
later  college work. 
But despite what many educat-
(Continued on Page 5) 
will be Bill Mack. 
Student
 jus-
tices will be Francis Azimi, Chuck 
Watkins, 
Barbara  Longinotti, and 
Bob Wright. Faculty justices will 
be Dr. Warren Fraleigh and Dr. 
George 
McCallum.  
ASH Pr es. Pat McClenahan 
named the four remaining mem-
bers of the executive council
 for 
next semester. Bob Palasak will be 
public relations officer,
 Jan Nel-
son personnel officer, correspond-
ing secretary is Myrna McNally, 
and corresponding secretary is Sue 
Doll.  
Heading the social affairs 
com-
mittee next semester will be Di-
anne Kinnear. 
In last Thursday's meeting the 
council approved the summer ses-
sion budget of $12,910
 submitted 
by Joe West, dean of educational 












 appropriated for 










general fundwithout ever be-
ing seen by college officials. 
But the student union ha, 
not been forgotten by 
college
 plan-
ners. Officials believe that one 
might become a reality with fi-
nancial help from other agencies, 
without being 





specific  building 'plans 
have  
been made. No 
date is set for the 
union's completion.
 Even the total 
cost of the building 







problem at the mo-
ment is money. 
That is where the
 
greatest













month,  last week 
recommended
 a new 
student
 union 
corporation  be 























ordered  a 







































































and  exert itself 
as a public force
 before it will 
reach true professional
 status, said 
Dr. Richard 
Tansey, professor of 
art, yesterday, in answer to Prof. 
Ed Glover's comments of last week 




Dr. Tansey was speaking for the 
Executive council of the Ameri-
can 
Federation  of Teachers, Local 




engineering and past president
 of 
the SJS chapters of both the Cali-
fornia State
 Employees' assn. and 
the Association of California 
State College Instructors, told the 
Spartan 
Daily last week that he 
feels the AFT is weakening the 
teachers' voice by splitting SJS 
teachers into "more and 
more in-
effective splinter groups." 
TEACHER
 RELUCTANCE 
Dr. Tansey said 
that  what actu-
ally weakens the 
teachers'
 voice 




facts  of 
their situation 
and organize firm-
ly . . . to alter them." 
Professor Glover further 
stated  
that the 
AFT is "incompatible 
with other 
teachers'  groups  on 
campus," and that its 
advocacy of 
the teachers' right to 
strike  is con-
trary to state law. 
Dr. Tansey, however, said that 
the AFT is "entirely legal in ev-
ery state of the union"that the 















library doors oil a 
May night, standing and 




 or art -
they














per . and long
-hairs
 a iii, 
set- 
their movies at the 'Fossil.-  
and drink 
coffee during 
es en tlw 
candy is 




























week,  hut 
always







 But . . 
. "two 














































And the strange 
taws, the journali1,111 













 it's been the funny peopil. who 
visit us 








liermanns, the John Dugan..., the Jerry 
Frerichs, 










and so mi. 
1The gripe,: "The Daily
 is anti-greek" 
from
 the grit-k; 









It   
the lure
-ken,
 mire who  
1111 
tipp!,-lice 
with a ititining to tell, 
to 
the 
babble of the loudest TASCite. And the 






 of us 
running 
around




arguments %ilk the photo 
editor,  
the unanswered
 quest'  . "Ile 
anybody 
know
 the population 
of the %odd?" "Any-
body seen 
a copy pencil?" 








an article in 
last week 
on the Spanish 
Dancing Club 
11:ontintied
















































 at the 
Pre-
sidio
 of San Francisco,








Leadership  in the 
Future." 
The invocation 
will  be given by 
the 
Rev. A. J. Brommer,
 pastor 
of the 





ior class Pres. 
Robert  Eastman will 
present the class 
gift  to ASH 
Pres. Pat McClenahan, 
Pres. John T. 
Wahlquist will 
report on the progress 
of the col-
lege during the past year before he 
confers
 the degres. The Rev. Leon-





will give the benediction. 
Of the 1263 degrees
 to be 
conferred, 901
 will be bache-
lors of art, 253 will 
be
 bachelors 








Medal  and 




















held on the 
Sunday  before com-
mencement, has 
been discontin-








 class will 
be
 
held by President 
and  Mrs. Wahl-






all unpaid fees due 
the 
college must be attended
 to 
before Friday





















 as San Jose 





it ttttt -iteceeded by 





 basketball  
... Commencement 
speaker 
coach  W'alt McPherson.,  accord
-
of education, one will be a bache- 
ing to a release from the 
office of 
75ime 
10 for final instructions  
con- 
of 





be masters of arts and 18 will 
be masters of science.
 
General
 Cannon, a native of 
Salt Lake City,
 attended the Uni-
versity of 
Utah and is a graduate 
of the U.S. 
Military  academy 
I19251. He assumed command ot 
the Sixth Army in September.  
1959. 
Prior  to this assignment. he 
was Deputy 
Commander  in Chief 
and Chief of Staff of 
the reorgan-
ized U.S. Army. Pacific. 










 and seating.' 
The  announcement of 
McPher-
according to Dr. 
Ralph  R. Cum- 
1 son's appointment came exactly 
mings, chairman of the 
commence -1 
three 
months after he resigned 
merit committee. 
, from his basketball ditties. On 
F'ebr'uary  29, freshman coach Stu 
Inman
 




 43 -year -old Mc-
Pherson.
 
It marked the 
second thne 
that MePhenant has succeeded
 





1940,  Hubbard stepped 
down  
as Spartan 
basketball  coach and
 
McPherson 




which  he established
 him-

























JOI.  H. {Vest. 


























public employees  is 
not yet legal 
in California, nor 
is the strike," 
he continued. "Debate





Dr. Tansey pointed 











. . . and 
ul-
timately more












attack."  and 
said










"the obligation to 
make  that 





 Dr. Tansey said. 
"he 








 in his 
orig-
inal statement
 that he sees 
"noth-
ing
 in the 
offerings 
of
 the AFT 
that 
would 

















































are  similar 






































long  and 






his  quiet, 
serious










athletics  at the
 

















 thy face I 
see  the map 




















































One AM Station Raises 
Itself




 that AM radio
 finally is getting 
around to justi-
fying  its existence. 
AM listeners 
have
 supported for 
more than two 
weeks  a 
station 
in
 Sah Francisco 
that  sets itself 
above
 its fellow stations.
 
KFAX 
has  bypassed the 
decision
 of just what is good 
mdsic 
by taking on an 
all -news format. 
"The
 newspaper of the
 air," 
it calls
 itself, and 
broadcasts  
up-to-the-minute




 analyses and interviews
 sprinkled among




 May 16, and already 
has  a backlog of 
advertising  into 
July. 
News
 editor Ed Salzman said the 
station has been "much 
more 
successful  than the management 
had expected." The nine 
reporters -announcers
 comprising the news staff 
and the various 
editors and ad men are 
out on a venture that never has
 been 
tried before. 
Mr. Salzman said "there have been all -talk
 stations, but 
never an all
-news  station." 
The eveaing 
hours  presently are filled in with classical 
music, hut this will be eliminated
 as the station grows, Mr. 
Salzman said. 
San Francisco and the bay area can be proud of itself for 
having aikertisera wise  enough to buy time on a station that is 
above common music and low-level entertainment. 
If this acceptance by advertisers continues, it could serve 
as notice to other radio station owners that they don't have to be 
as base as they arethat they can sell their time to people who 
don't 
want
 to sponsor cow -calls and giddy so-called 
comedians. 
Bill Wert 




1 Block North of Spartan 
City  
Conveniently Located 
to Serve Car Owners of 
San Jose State 
LUBRICATION - MOTOR TUNE-UP 
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE 
SERVICE 
TIRES - 
BATTERIES   AUTO ACCESSORIES 
We
 
Give  Blue 
Chip Stamps 







1.14011../.P.dAJIMYLISSIMVIM'AJI  /119n1AS.100/2.I.S4. 
Old World Charm in Dining 
America's  Most Beautiful Hof brau 
 Authentic 
Bavarian  Food 
 Music Every Night 








































substantial  Savings  
on





























By MELVA VOLLERSEN 
Art and Music Editor 
The annual student art show, 
with 75 pieces of art from 
class 
work during the year, is on dis-
play in the Art gallery and lobby 
of the 
Art building. 
The exhibition will continue 
through June 10 and also will be 
shown during the summer ses-
sion June 27 through July 6. Gal-
lery hours are 
Monday through 
Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 
Sundays from 1:15 to 5 p.m. 




and  different 
points  
of 




 E. French, head of 
the  Art 
department,









sculpt ur e, design, 
ceramics, 
crafts, textiles, 
commercial  art 






 are a welded 
steel  sculp-
ture, "Jongler." by 
Daryle  Webb; 
a chalk portrait. 
"Man,"  by Ger-
ald Pfaff I; 
"Creek
 Bed," a wa-
tercolor by 
Jay Shaeffer, and a 
vertically














 Forty Hours" 
and a satirical 
"Freedom Fight-
ers" by Frank Cleciorka.
 
"This is the one 
occasion  when 
every area 
of
 art activity is pre-
sented to 




large  and comprehensive 
ex-
hibit," 
Warren Faus, director of 
the Art 
gallery,  stated. 
In addition
 to the exhibition in 
the gallery 
and  lobby area, 
each
 




 work. John 
DeVincenzi, 
assistant  professor 
of art,  is 
chairman
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Entered as second 
...ass  rreit.er Agri. 24, 
1934. at San Jose, Cal;forn.a under 
the 
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Students  of San 
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tin, l'hil














Open at 4 F, 
' Pizza























HOUSE OF PIZZA 






























moaea  may 
riding. Torts





















































RAN  a story 




dents  who got 
so




 and wrote a 
master's thesis 















 there must 
lie a story. If 











 you have 
to
 write your 
master's thesis 
over quite a 
few times, 
to prove to the
 examiners that
 you really do 
want an M.A. 
and are 
not just 










 in the past
 and been 




 they %sere 
smart enough 
to MP colored
 'amens on 
dia-
grams;  when 
the  examiners 
found out 







 think it was














 since I 
planned  to 
write
 a column 
about  it. 
and I wanted
 very 





the problems  were 




GENTLEMAN,  a 
Mr. Alfred B. 
Hardt  by name, 
spent  quite 
a few
 Saturday nights





 Effect of Stretch
 on Striated 
Frog  Muscle." 
There
 is a lot of 
good 
fun in striated 
frog muscle 
if
 you are tired 
of dominos. 
I am in no real 
position to 
criticize  Mr. 
Hardt's
 choice of 
subject  
matter, being a 
bullfrog man 
myself,  but I DO 
think  he could 
have
 
done  a lot 
better



















Digest  nicely. 
Or,  perhaps, 
"Are
 Anterican 
Frogs  Letting 
Their  Muscles Go 
to Pot?" 
Now, take 
Albert  Crane, 
the  second 
student.
 You don't 
think 
old Al just 
tossed off any 
title, do you? 
He
 wrote on a 
favorite 
subject of 
yours  and mine,





 Pretty clever 
of Crane, I 
think,  to 




one  to throw 
sour
 grapes, but 
actually that 
was  the same 
subject 
I had in mind 
all  along. Crane, 
knowing my real
 interest in 
Diptera 
Emididae, got to 
all the best books
 first and beat
 me out, 
the old
 rascal. 
Old Paul H. 
Madarasi  had a lot 
of kicks with 
"Germany  and 
the Balkans
-1940-1941,"  which 
I have to concede%
 never has held 
my Interest as 
It
 probably should 
!lave, because I 
have  never been 
sure where the 
Balkans are. 
But 
why  1940 and 1941? 
You
 take '43now there 
was a year! 
(If 
you happened to 






to beat, too, and '45 
had its ups and downs,
 with Germany 
taking it 
rather  hard. 
ALL I KNOW 
about striated muscles
 is what 'I can 
remember
 
as a low -junior
 in Physiology I. Most of the
 emphasis there was on 
distinguishing between
 the fibula and the tibia,
 both of which are 
leg bonesnot wind 
instruments often found 
in a symphony or-
chestra. (Just for fun, did 
you  know the patella is more 
commonly
 
called the "knee cap" 
by
 vulgar persons?) 
As I think about
 
it, 
though, "Variations on 
the  Effect of Stretch 
on Striated
 Frog Muscles" sounds 
awfully  familiar. Didn't 
Debussy
 
do something like 
that?  Or was that "Variations 
on Bone Marrow In 
B
-Minor,"  written just after 
"I've
 Got Those Old Esophagus
 Blues." 
Turning
 now, as we must, 
to "A Study of the 
Habits of the 
Rhamphomyia
 Coquillet (Diptera
 Emididael," I think it 
should be 
brought out right now 




And the Coquillet 
(Dimitera  
Emididae)--which  is not a high 
school sorority as some 
have  claittedcan be found 
in
 tall grasses 
on the
 Argentine pampas, during




are  running, or in some 
cases walking briskly. 
GETTING BACK 
to Germany and her 
Balkland  pals, we find 
several interesting
 questions, some of which
 leap immediately into 
our active little 
minds,  others which we 
forget.  One which we 
re-
member is, ''Who is 
Secretary  of the Interior 
of
 the Balkans?" fol-
lowed up by, "And 
what are his chief duties, if 
any?" 
Others 
Include, "Who takes over 
for  the Minister of Indian 
Af-
fairs If he should 
die in office or is unable 
to discharge his duties?"
 
No, director of the 
Office of Price Stabilizatfon




Riddle me this: 
"What  are some principal 
exports  of the Balkan 
countries.  not counting 
citrus
 fruits or tin alloy?" 
Another question 
we might
 ask the writer of 
this
 thesis if he thinks 
he is so smart, is, 
"Would 
you  say the high 
tariff  on domestic 
goat's  cheese, copper 
and long
-sleeve flannel shirts is fair
 to other countries, and 
entirely  




 sound as if I am 
simply passing 
the time of day, 
and perhaps I am, but I 
sincerely 
have
 been looking 
into possible 
subject matter for
 my first 
master's
 thesis, and 
have
 come up with 
several titles, 
almost  any of which might








 in the Dentist's Chair, Including Count-




 Which Tool 
Will be Next,
 Making Eyes at the
 Nurse, and Trying 








Encountered  When 
Alising 
Salad Dressing 
and Lettuce in 
an Undersized Bowl 
Without











the Driver of an Auto-
mobile 
and 
Date,  in Terms of Degree of 
Attractiveness  of the
 Driver, 
and 













a Polka -Dot Bathing Suit to Round the 
Cum,  
of a Shoulder?" 
5. 




 a Bed, 










Persons Who Have 








Tobacco  Found in a 
Coat 
Pocket
 of an Old 
Sharkskin 
Suit on 
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training  at Cheyenne, Wyoming. 
Apply in person,















a.m.  to 1 p 
























Dr, 0. G. Wright, Interium Pastor 
























Bruce  Allen 
to












Halsey C. Berk*, 
Chairmen.  
See 
Jose.  California 


















































































































































































 Put 'er 










































 clenching their lit-
tle grey 
tin 





















































 each step . . . the 
secluded
 













barracks"  on 
San  Carlos 
. the 
Oriental bunch on the 
went
 floor
























er mass ... the 
"400" at Eighth 
and 
IteedPIK.As  and DGiy
atio speak only





 "speak only to 
the 
T-shirts with arms 
and legs sticking 
out of them, 
flopping
 
a volleyball back and 
forth until dark. . . . 




during a ten-minute  
break  












 and gold, 
edged  in white,
 


































































































































































































































The  high 




























































make out . . one more




go to . . . one 
more drawer to clear out in the 
office  , . . one more phone to 
an-




one more week 
to
 go ... 
That's all 
there  is left just a 
week  full of 
one nithvs. 









































 John B. Wil-
liam,




$2400  traineeship 




























 McCarthy by 
the Occupational 
Vocational  Reha-
bilitation grants. LeRoy Schubert 
was also 
granted
 $300 by the same 
organization. 
The Dora 
Smith  Librarianship 
Award was received by Virginia 
Barrett.
 
Music majors receiving tuition 
scholarships  are Dorothy Ellen
-
burg, from the 
Music  Teachers' 
Association:  and Bernice Ann Wil-
liams and 
Susan  Prior,
 from the 







of arts this summer, 
according 
to Lowell C. 
Pratt, pub-
lic  relations manager. 
The 








 by the 
Art,  Music, 
Speech








 6, the art 
department  will 
present
 a lecture, and 
the depart-
ment will 









prints  from the 
George
 Bi-




On July 21 
to










 July 28 to 
30, "Diary of 
Anne 
Frank"
 will be presented. 
Both shows will be 
held  in the Col-
lege 
Theater at 8:15 p.m.
 
Special 
attractions of the 
festi-
val 




July 7 at 8:15 
p.m.  in the 
College Theater, 
anti  the Kaahu-
anu Society
 chorus and 
dancers, 
July 17 
at 8 p.m. In 























































here  . . . 
co.-atiMOTa..9( 
Ccrner








































































ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
4SPARTAN  DAILY 
On 













 1st bill. 
Ask 
a San Jose State
 College 
English
 major, "Whom 
shall I 
take for 
English  lit?" 
Chances









































































































tive."  which 














American  hi 
erature.




















While  Dr. 
Wils..1  
is in 
Europe  next 
year,  the stati,,I 
















Wilson's audience for 
past 
five months 
has  been only in 
the
 





 throughout the coun-







year met with general 
acclaim. 
The 













 describes his wife, 
Lois 
tan associate professor 
of 




 a "reluctant 
fan." Since the 
Wilsons don't 
have  TV in their 
hillside San
 Francisco apartment. I 















theme for next year's homecoming,
 
according to Don French,
 chair-
man for the 1960 pageant, after 
last Wednesday's meeting of the 
new homecoming staff. Homecom-
ing will take place Saturday. Oct. 
29, when Spartan gridders host 




 parade chairman. 
stated
 that this year's parade will 
be much 
larger  with more 
variety
 
as 12 floats have already been 
tentatively entered. 
Pairings between the fraterni-
ties and sororities 
division  were 
revealed 
Wednesday





Chi -Chi 0; Theta Chi -Alpha 
Phi. 
ATO-Delta  Zeta:  Phi 
Sig-A0Pi:  
PiKA-KEG:
 DU -Delta Gamma: 
Theta Xi -Gamma Phi 
Beta; 
SAE. 
Kappa Delta: Sigma Nu -A Chi 0: 
Lambda Chi Alpha -Kappa Alpha 
Theta; and Sig Pi -Sigma Kappa. 
Student body 
elections  for 
home-
coming queen will be held on cam-
pus on 
October
 13 and 14, 
and re-
sults will he revealed 
at the annual 
fashion show on 
Thursday,  Oct. 20 
The queen will he crowned on the 






day. Oct. 29, will
 
begin in the af-
ternoon at CM with the 
paratli.
 















 in Bowling 
Mals
 puts the fun 






























West San Carlos Street 
CY 4-2810
 
iiho have a 




 while both 
were  teaching 
as-
sistants
 , at Stanford 
in the early 
fifties,
 has seen 
every  show. "She 








atmosphere of "American 






 but the tape 
never  has been 
edited. 
"If I flubbed or mispronounced
 a 
word,  it remained," he 




wouldn't  happen too often." 
In brief, 
Wilson's  discussion 
through 
the 19 weeks centered 
around the 






Some of his TV observations or 
queries:
 
- -The beatnik novel of the 
road is simply 
another
 manifesta-











 the Lost 
Generation
 
to the Beat 










apathy  in one easy
 war 
---"The American hero as 
the 
. noble, illiterate, fugitive from 
civilization, with a built-in moral
 
sense. From James 
Fenimore  . 
to 
Gary Cooper. 
---"The seduction of the Ameri-
can by Europe. 





Wilson's format mostly in-
volves readings from,
 and analysis 
of, novels 
about Americans in Eu-
rope Or Europeans in America. In 
some  cases,  his discussion was of 
given American types -the Hero 
or the Puritan.
 
'OET  WILSON' 
He 
worked with a small stage  
set,  
consisting of a desk with 
books




presentation  is vitally 
important to 
educational  TV," Dr. 
Wilson points 
out. "One of the 
greatest faults of 
educational pro-
gramming is 
in the over -emphasis 
on the technical 
aspect."  
I "I'm not 












years ago, while 
leading  a dis-
cussion 
group  of Fulbright 
lec-
turers at Stanford,
 a high-ranking 1 
Stanford 
professor heard him 
speak, and wrote a 






 showed the 
letter to the dean of the college. 
A fare 














































































 R.  


















































 When he returns




 together with pro-
gram director Richard
 Christian 




 is his 
avocation. Shakespeare and 16th I 
I century literature his vocation'. 




I the past 
i 
year reading,  and
 admits 
- 
"TV s a very demanding medium." 
next year,  Dr 
Wilson





expand his show and 






A 1937 graduate of Colorado uni-
versity
 and a veteran of World 
War II 
naval  duty ("I roamed all 
Funeral 
services
 were held Sat- over 





urday for San Jose State College likes academic life. 
advisory board member Allen T.  How does TV suit him? "I guess 
Gilliland Sr., who died last week I'm schizophrenic enough," he says 
in a Houston, Tex., hospital. wryly, "to believe talking to a 
Gilliland, a San Jose civic 
lead- ! roomful of students is no differ -
et% was owner of the Sunlite , ent than yapping 
to a big, red 







 I8 -year -old 
fresh-
man psychology 
major,  will 
re-
present 








held  next August at the 
state  fair in Sacramento. She 
was 
chosen from among seven 
contestants
 by the public 
rela-
tions  committee of the San Jose 
chamber







 late last 






t.raduales iuisi Mart picking 
up caps and gowns for com-
mencement exercises June 6 in 
the Spartan Bookstore on the 
second floor. Fitting will he done 




Bachelor's 141111INSIellit %sill rent 





 a $1 
deposit.
 
Deposit. will he returned when 
caps 












senior aeronautics majors at San 
Jose State, have been selected 
from a nation-wide 
screening  by 
American 
Airlines  for a manage-
ment training 























will  be 
ever so 
important.
 for  
bride's rings become a part of her very 
self
 for all 
time to come. They are too personal and too sacred 
to buy
 at a 
rummage counter. And in real dollars.
 
and -cents, you'll 
do better at 
Proctor's.  
So 
come in and let us show you our exquisite
 
diamond
 creations. YOU can rely upon Proctor's
 foe 








when it comes to 
DIAMONDS 
you'll do 
best at . . .  
Open  





... NO MONEY DOWN
 
TERMS 
TO SUIT YOU 
91 
SOUTH  FIRST




























































































































 or so, 























"If  an 
engineer
 can 












more  airtling 
for the 
non -science 




 of jobs for 
graduates


















ceives  top starting 




 follows a close 
se-
cond at 
$500 a month and is trailed 
by 
retailing
 and sales management 
at $450 
and $425 respectively. 
Graduates who enter advertising
 
or government service fields can 
expect about $400 monthly,
 the 
survey points out, 
and adds that 
journalism grads 
should  average 
$380. 














































expect  to hit 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 major, is showing 
Margaret








ford have spent some time recently 
customizing
 their American 
sports cars. Olson's T -Bird is fully 
equipped  with a V4 cam and 
'56 
intake manifold with a four barrel
 carburetor. The owner es-
timates 
he has'
 put nearly $1500 into the 
car since 
he began the 







































































one  new 
make them
 like 






















It's  not 
Teaelum.  


























































been done on 
a very
 Ii-

























 even a 
possibility  that l provided 
for 
those  taking the 
trip 

























can be cid 
down


































































the  car. 
In 





 car uses 
bronze  
impreg-
nated  brake 
linings,  and 
Oldsmo-
bile 
coils  in the front
 and Pon-
tiac leaf 




 up the 
suspension.
 
By June, Stanford 
hopes  to have 
HOPES 
FOR 112 M.P.H. 
Theoretically, he says, the car 
should turn about 112 at the drags, 
with 
an elapsed time of around 12 
seconds, which is coming pretty 
close to the Corvette record. 
Olson's Thunderbird 
has been 
dechromed, the rear pan has been 
molded and nerfing bars 
have  been 
installed on the front and rear in 
place of the bumpers. 
Right now, the 
car is primered. 
and is awaiting a deep pearlesceru 




 finished installinv 
a 1953 Chrysler engine in the T -





dified with an Iskanderian
 E-1 
cam, 1936 
four  throat intake mani-




by Dr. Gerald 
A 
confemnee
 on data 
process'  . 





















































 Ile is 
The




























Though all of the




 of the American
 Instit,.. 
two 




should  be ready
















conference  is 
open to 


























 that the cos- 















 I t two months'

















































sometime  in 










 both from 
. 








































































are seeking election to the Santa 
Clara county democratic central 
committee in the June 7 primary. 
If elected, they will serve two 
years.
 
Dr.  Frederic A. Weed, associate 
professor  of 
political  science and 
present committee member, is 
seeking re-election in the fifth su-
pervisorial district. He served two
 
years on the 
DCC in DeCalb, Ill. 
Dr. Bud it. Hutchinson, 
assistant 
professor of economics and indus-
trial relations, 
and  Dr. William F. 
Stanton,  associate professor
 of eco-
nomics, are 






 L. Cadwallader. 
as -
the Corvette 




 sociology, is 
slum 
wheels,  and as 
soon as fi- 
one of six 





Dr.  Ralph 
Cur  
nances 
permit  he plans to install 
a 












A new council 
head  
will  be 
elect  
rearend, which 
will give him a 




good  combination for the drags 









raises  party funds,
 sets party o. . 
icy and helps
 in the election
 : 
party candidates. 
Will Meet Today 
The number







planning to student tea. 
next fall are asked to meet 
tod:,'  
tin T1155, old College theater, 
according to Dr. 
John  I 
.liai't
 






 are in 
the
 












































































































Eive vacaneies exist for the 
West Coast Nature School to 
be 
held at 
Sunset  camp 
and  in Lassen 













credit can be 
earned 



























































































































































reminds students the meeting 
(mite
 important  
and
 they
 are or: 

































The ten new members on the 
faculty council, elected last week 
by 
secret  ballot, will begin their 
terms today, announced Dr. John 
Neptune,  associate 
professor 
of 
chemistry and chairman of the 
election 
committee.  
They are: Dr. John Ballard, 
assistant professor of political sci-
ence; Dr. Merwyn Cadwallader, 
assistant professor of sociology; 
'Charles Larsen, assistant 
profes-














Dr. Roland Lee, associate pi.-
fessor 
of
 English; Mrs.  
Elean-,
 
Mann. acting head of the Detail' 
ment of Occupational 
Therapy:
 I ' 
Glover, 
professor





































































 at 2 p.m, in room 
11 
of the cafeteria from
 among the 
10 new and eight present members 
of the council, Dr. 
Neptune
 said. 
The new members 
will  serve on 
the council for two
 years with the 
exception of Dr. Cumming& svhc;: 
will 
be 
in the group for 
one year. 
He will replace Dr. Dudley Moor-
head,
 dean
 of the Division
 of Hu-. 
manities and the Arts, who has.  
resigned 






































































 SPORT COATS 








BOARD   
et- 
Pica4upe 





 and stylas 
 SLACKS 
Dacron -Cotton 







 Look for our 
women 
s sale ad in this issue 
 




interviews  now being taken for 
Summer and Fall Semester 
 Don't







Alumni  Membership Cards now on 
sale 






you next fall. 
We
 have 













































  of sey. 
team
 had
 a fair season, but
 failed 
immm
 e,eitt.. the clock in 
its bid for a ninth 
consecutive
 
, state title. 
11.1 run out
 011 Spartan alit -
Julie 




141944/ seaS"' For soccer 
team  
finished vs ith a 3-4 
Millie of the !"*.ill Jose 





























McPherson's  cage 
Coach 
Bob 
Titchenal  would 
prob.
 
team would have 
settled
 for a 
ably 
like to 
forget the second  
half
 
shorter season as they











start. They lost four 
of 
Coach  












polo winning slates, with several Judo -
der 













cor 26141 & 
E.
 



















 FIssibilityfailomd to present and 
future 
needs-
 You make no regular deposits until 
you are out of school. 
Call
 or visit 











Willi a fine shouing in the 
1:alifornia





Vi inter'- thinelails are inns  
winding for their third 1.1111,4.1. -
lulls e relErs meet Fridav 011.11 
thes enter the Compton 
his
 i-
tational in Los Angeles. 




desto was by the 
determined  sprin! 
relay team, which won Loth the 
440 and the 880. 
Bobby Poynter, Bob Brooks, 
Mac Burton 
and Willie Williams 
raced to a :40.1 clocking in the 
440, giving the quartet the fastest 
time in the nation this year. 
matmen, despite a 
good dual sea- 
, major spring sports 
baseball
 and 





son, had difficulties in tourney . track Coach Ed Sobczak's 
din- 















ended and a 





 over,  








 tinder Bud Win -
'Jere season, ii 
Idle













 a medi- 
Wr's  































team that easily captured 
successful
 





college title, but 
Mc-  won their third 
consecutive  na- 
J O S E ' . i
 






























Tli,  t 
, 









































For most San Jose State 
stu- in the k ,tripton Invitational meet
 
dents today marks the last day 
of this weekend and his entire  squad 
the school year, but 
for several at the PAA's on 
Stanford's  field 
zpartan
 athletes their
 work has the 





just begun in 
preparation  for NC- 
Nigerian
 freshman Jimmy 
club





 and possible 







berths on the 
U.S. Olympic teant 
%%in run the 100 and 220. Willie 
piled  a 3-2 
mark 
with  a 
fine
 2.93 
The center of 
activity will be 
Williams
 
will enter the 440, 
Er -
ERA 





 where 16 of Bud 
roll Williams V4111 high J  
P.
 and struck out 46 while walking 25. 
Winter's 
























rapped  the 
ball 
Edwards
 field June 






As a preface to that track 
clas- squad has an outside chance for 
at 
bats.  






  seconds and thirds 
to counter.bal-




ance expected powerful 
efforts
 of 
USC and Kansas U. athletes. 
The top two men in each NCAA 
event will compete for the U.S. in 
those 
events at the Rome Olym-
pics.
 
Top NCAA entrants: 100 meters 
- Poynter, W. Williams, Bob 
Brooks (:10.3); 200 
meters --Poyn-
ter (:20.81, 
W. Williams. Brooks 
:21.0); 400.meters W. Williams 
:46.5): 3000 meters-- Clark, Tom 
Broome 
18:58);
 5000 meters 
Clark 14:32.41; 
high jump- -Vance 
Barnes
 (6-101, 
Williams  (6-8% 
and 
hop.






Krikorian's  netters will 
he 



















 top singles competitors an,: 
the doubles 
team of Reed -Hill
 al.,. 
rated highly the 
team has a gool 
chance for 
NCAA  laurels. 
With Jim 
Flemons replacing 
The third Ind fourth
 men on th. 
Burton in the 
880 relay. the Spar- net




 first. Their 
Schaefer.
 respectively, will 
also  err -
time  was 1:23.7, also 
the best , ter the 
Seattle  tourney. 
clocking in the U.S. this 
season.  I swimmer Tom
 Maeedo will 
Baton passing, which for several 
undergo s  lllll mer 
emmwtition lit 
weeks had been a thorn in the re- 
the 01mpii 
trials
 at Detroit in 
lay team's
 side, was finally ironed  
.-art  August and 
In
 the national 
out, enabling
 the Spartans to re- 
A.1,1''s In To O ledo, 
hio  in late 
verse 




 Joe Braun, a 
The frosh 880
 relay team came 
transfer who will 
play
 for the SJS 
through  with a third
 place finish 
cagers




 its big brothers
 of the var- ing 
chance to 
make  the U.S. 
Olynt-
pic  skeetshoot team 
at the For 
Erroll Williams 
and Vance 
Henning,  Ga. trials in 
late July. 
Barnes turned in 
fine perform- I A 
skeetshoot all-American
 for 




 years. Braun was 
Tied for 
first with Berm 
Wyatt  of one of eight
 Americans to 
card  a 
the Youth Village at 6-8. 
! perfect
 score in a recent 
elimina-
Barnes  tide with Tom 
Wybor-  :Ilion round. Seven
 men will corn-
ney of Washington state for










 sigh, the score's 21 to 0, an' we still ain't 
in there!  
GROWLER: Yea, it's 




the ninth, an' 
we
 is ahead. 
MAX:  The coach
 
sex far us to be patient an' we might get 
in 
there,  when the time's 
right!  
GROWLER: Time's right? He 
knows  when if's time. Don't kid 
me, he knows when 
fer LARK'S! 
MAX: Well, LARK'S is 
different,
 coach and the 
team, heck, the 
whole school
 knows that it's always













that  it's LARK'S  time, right 
now!  
MAX: 
Hum  Babe! 
MORAL: Patience is 
virtue. At 






are always the 



















































































































































































P e t 
 
Walker  













































































 he won't 























































































to p   













































































































 is burning 
a big hole 
in 
our 
pocket  ...so we are giving you 

























































































































































































































crown as a 
soph 

































































































Dick  Miley 















 will lose top 
field  
event performers
 Tom Daniels, 
Jack Ross 
and  Jim Garcia. 
Senior sprinter Bob
 Brooks, a 
member of champion SJS relay 




Winter, naturally not happy 
with 
losing top-caliber track 
ma-
terial, nevertheless said, "We are 
fortunate in only losing a few ath-
letes and are lucky 
to
 have such a 
fine
 frosts track team coming up 



















































































































































cagers  are 




























































World's Greatest Program 
1:t TIME TOGETHER
 
"HOME  FROM 
THE  HILL" 
will, 
































































































































































































RETURNING HOME from their 
junket with a 6-6 record the San 
Francisco Giants 
revealed
 that if 
they can't win 
with their starting 
line-up, they probably won't win 
at all. 
Certainly,  if a team 
can play 
.667 hall at home and splits on the 
road it will have a 
good season, but 
when one 
notices that three of 
the six 
road wins came at the 
hands of hapless 
Philadelphia,  the 
Giants by no means had a 
fruitful 
trek. 
Man for man, 
the  Giants' start-
ing nine is 
as
 good as any in the 
league. 
No
 team can 
match  the 
locals'
 murderers 
row  of Mute 
Mays, 




Kirkland  for 
sheer power. 
Pitching Is 
unparalleled,  as the 
-,:irting
 five of Sam 
Jones, Mike 
McCormick,
 Jack Sanford, Johnny 
Vntonelli, 
and  Billy O'Dell are 
all 
,11 the 








the  key to road 
losses thus 
tar,  and if the 
Giants  intend to 
make a run for the 
money during 
the summer









local  pros 
acquired "name"




Marshall and Dave Phil
-
ley
 to add that key 
base -hit; but 




 hardly been 
worth  
















are about as 
effective as 
gasoline  



























one  of 
the  best 
batters
 in 













































































rounds  begin 
at 8:30 
a.m. 
June  20. 





play  will 
start  at 

































By LLOYD GRIFFIN 
Development of inexperi-
enced personnel will he the key 
factor in the winning or losing 
of football games during the 
up. 
co   g grid 
season, according 
to head coach Bob 
Titchenal. 
Only
 10 seniors will 
wear the 
white 
and gold jerseys of the Spar-
tans. This is comparea to the rest 
of the 
squad  of 17 juniors and 
16
 
sophomores. Of this group only
 13 
won letters
 last season. 
Of the 13 lettermen, only three 
were regulars during the '59 cam-, 
Paignend











The rest of the positions will 
be 
manned by players who ei-
ther performed very little last 
season 
or
 upcoming  sophomores 
and redshirts. 
Titchenal did explain, however, 
that the new soph crop is the fin-
est he's had at SJS in many years. 
Among this group are tackles 
Doug Bates, Bob Bass, and 
Bill 
Murphy will see plenty 
of
 action 
along with guards Hans Apisiloma 
and 
Ron McBride. 
Soph quarterback Gene Taglia-
ferri, who was the SJS baseball 
team's top pitcher this 
season and 
an all -Northern California
 J.C. 
q.b. at College of San Mateo last 
year, will figure prominently in 








Thomas, Roland Vielra, and 
Larry Doss, and fullbacks Dave 
Sawyer and Ken Taylor. 
If Titchenal had to start a game 
tomorrow
 he would 
probably
 place 
rugged Jim Cadile and Appledoorn 
at ends; Jack Woodward and Her-
schel Sanders at tackles" Erler 
and Yamasaki at guards; Hank 
Chamness at center; rFed Blanco 
and Mac Burton at 
halfbacks;  Tag-
liaferri at quarterback and Tay-
lor at fullback. 
This group has had little experi-
ence at best,
 but there are several 
standout
 performers. 
Appledoorn and Cadile represent 
one of the 
strongest
 end combina-
tions at SJS in quite some time. 
Glue -fingered Oscar Donahue is 
another fine end, and could possi-
bly move into 





expected from Erler 
and  Yuma -
saki, insuring that the guard 
positions will he capably manned 
despite  the fact that both 
are 
underweight for their position 
tipping the scales 
at less than 
190
 pounds. 
Chamness  looks as though he 
could well be the best Spartal. 
center to come along in some tint, 
He will be capably spelled by %CT 
Les Atterberry.
 
Although there is little expen 
ence
 at q.b., a great 
deal  is e - 








 to be 
gond
 
signal -callers. Gallegos may be the 
better 
ball -handler,
 but "Tag" has 
the 
edge in size and defense. 
Halfbacks Burton and Blanco
 
should enjoy fine seasons. Blan-
co 
Is
 a smart, shifty, outside 
runner, and Burton, the top 14.115 
broad 
Jumper, is very swift
 and 
has a g  I pair of hands. 
Fullback Taylor is a junior col-
lege transfer with the disadvan-
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tage of inexperience,
 but still could 
turn out to be the team's bread-
and-butter back. 
Titchenal explains
 that although 
the 
team  is highly inexperienced. 
it did exhibit some of the
 finest 
spirit  and  desire he has 
ever  seen 
during spring drills. 
SJS was one of the nation's for-
ward passing leaders last fall and 
there's no indication that they 
won't again rely on their aerial 
game. 
In fact, with the inexperience 
and lack of depth in the line, it 
almost makes it mandatory that
 




Defensively, there are still 
many  problems that have to be 
Ironed out. The Interior defen-
sive play definitely needs im-
provement. 
The 
Spartans  open their '60 
season at home against Brigham 
rind take their first road trip to 
Eugene,
 Ore., after a bye to 
play 
the University of Oregon. 









state, Idaho, and the University a 
iiawaii at Honolulu. 
All home 
games  will be played 









state  on 
Sat-




















with ASS Card 
Crystal Creamery 
SEVENTH and
 SANTA CLARA 
 
Opportunity in 
Investment  Field 
Finance - 







 interested in the 









 for analytical, portfolio
 
administration,  account-
ancy and marketing positions. . 
. . Foster Investment 
Service  
is interested in 
mature, rational individuals 
with 
backgrounds in 










 in finance, sales, or administration. 
Address 
resume  with full particulars to 
Box 
341,





















































will be trained 












and MANY  


















earnings  will 
exceed:
 





QUALIFY  during length of 




must  be 
active
 










 call .. . 
TW 3-4940 in Oakland 
 
HI 6-6095 in Sacramento 














Four members of the SJS Eng-
lish 




Philosophy  department will 
travel to foreign











 will be 
Harold W. 
(slouch, 
instructor  in 
English, who 
will assist 












will  work I 
together  in linguistics at 
the
 Uni-
versity in Rome; and Dr.
 Graham 
C. Wilson, 
professor  of English. 
who will also 
work with linguistics 
in Athens. 
I Dr. Jay 
R. McCullough, associate  
professor of Philosophy, will travel 








The process for receiving a Ful-
bright is a long and complicated 
one, 
according  to Mr. Crouch. 
He said the applicant applies 
to either
 the health, education 
itn,I 








D.C. There it is 









board approves, he said, 
it sends the 
application  on to the 
country requested. 
The country 
, then determines if they 
wish  to ac-
cept 












 the process Is 
reversed  until the 
information fin-
ally
 comes to the 
applicant. 
"Then all you have
 to do is 
wait," he chuckled. 
Dr. Harold 
P.
 Miller, English 
department  head, 
expressed  the 
belief that this was a 
singular  
honor for the instructors involved 
as well as 






is flattering to 
have
















Fewer than 150 
copies
 of La 
Torre remained unsold 
as of ves-
terday. Those may
 be purchased 
in









earlier, may also 
pick up their co-
pies in TH16. 
If all the copies are sold by the 
end of the semester, this will
 be 
the second time that the yearbook 

















 sessions to those 
stu-
dents









The insurance will 
cost $6 and 
it will be 
good for the 
entire sum-
mer 
regardless  if the student
 at-
tends school
 for the entire period 
Those 
who are not members of 
CPS are no  eligible
 and must wait 
, until the fall 
semester before they 
can enroll 
in
 the plan. 
Students  must receive approval 
from the student health office be-
fore 




must have parental 
Approval






Classified  Rates: 
25c a 
line  first insertion 





To Place an 
Ad: 
Call
 at Student Affairs Office 
Room 





0-e  rwo 
girls ...ar-ea
 tar apt. 
  . 
Cal: CY 3-6029. 
Man 
to share -ew apt, in quiet 
neigh  
: _.y 



















 men alerted. 





 single pearl 
Help Weeeeel-lelee
 & Weems 
ring in silver setting 
of























 - make $15
 
Treaspertatioa  Available 
Riders needed.















way  CY 
47033. 




Cclotaci:  4. 
or Co...nne Wyo.
 Lear -g J.re 20. 
Ca 
A 
N 4-4239 eveninos. 










Ha;  hiov. 
eriand. 













Riders (2) to share erns 
t: Santa  Bar 
L. g i.e 




Sene'rl  de  
Apartments 
For Reef 








I & 2 bedrm. apts. 452 S `...-
rner rates. CY 4.5085 
or AL 2 3420, 
_ 
_ _ _ _ 




oecple.  580 S. 
















warr and lirbtge paid.
 615 
S.




bldg. 2 (snit,. ,orno. furn. and 
carpeted.
 Al 










mo.  423 S. 7th 
St.,  Apt. 
3. CY 3.3022.
 
Furn. apt. for 
summer:
 heated pool; 3 
blocks
















2 bedroom apt. for 














7.3656.  452 
S. 9th Sr.  
2 
Girls 
rased  I 

























nsti-...nal Corp. has openings 
available  
men 





ncs and stern 
of 
your 
teaching  ca-; 






Bldg.  I to 4:30 
Friday June
 3 
Rooms for Boot 
Men -3 
Rooms,  SGL S.S. 
blks 
to rn 
Horner 62 N. 7th. CY 5-7 
Special
 Summer Rates --Rooms
 and  
priv 









 ea. 6 wks. $16.00






Room and Board for 






 Make reservations  















































 1121.  
1957 




bark r, the 
Mid -West. $950. 
4.9542.
 




 Twenty, campus flying
 
organization, hau
 a 'special sum-
mer 
membership whit Is 
Is open 
to 5.15 




 may he oh-
tained.by 
contacting  EHt Elate -
son 
at CVprests 3-39X4
 or tier -
aid 
French.















 They are 
from 8 am. 
to 
10 p.m. Monday 
through Thurs-
day; 8 







day. These hours 
will remain the 
same  during the six
-week  summer 
sessions. 
During  the four -week 
summer 
session, 


















5 -drawer dre 
hook, 




pans,  a 
canner
 10 








Stuffy Table 4's4' and Portable rlr;  
for
 









For Sale -'53 ISA motorcycle. 355 - 
Eon:ellen+




Moons for Roof 
17 36
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 invitations $12,50, 
plus one 
in lururious
 gold as 
a lifetime 

























Union Progress . . . 
































































































































Benz,  has 
been 
appointed
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 In the 








talents must pros 
isle  their 
own four -cent stamps.
 








 to pick up their
 grades 
In person 














































Sati  Jose, 80 
S. Fifth 



























Second  st., 







 st., 11 a.m.
 









405  S. 

































You get more m' ey, 
for your books at Roberts. 
You 








your  used text 
books, but 
you  
can if you 
sell  your text 
books  NOW! 
You get
 absolutely fop 




































































































































 card in thi 1'.  
 
f ice, Adm103. 
Y01 
can
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t #Dale L. Pratt,
 B.A.; Jerry Red-
ford, B.A.; Patricia Lee Simpson, 
RA.; 
Thomas Edward Stewart 
B.A.;  f#Myrna Lee Touchon. B. 
A.; 
t# 
#Melva Billion Vollersen, 


























































































































































































B.A.;  Don Frank-
lin 
Harmon,  B.A.; 
Miles  Francis 
Hufft, 
BA.;
 #John J. Kilfoil, B. 


















B.A.;  Paul W. Nor-
man, B.A.; 
t # #David Klaus Op-
penheim, B.A.; 
Rudy  V. Ortega, 
t # 




Peterson,  B.A.; Wil-
liam Thomas 















B.A.; Henry S. Yama-
shiro, B.A.; 















Barrick,  B.A.; Stan 
Beasley, 
B.A.; *Delphis Mark 
Chagnon,























Michael John Greco, B.A.; Ken-
neth Gordon Green, 
RA.; William 
F. Hardy, B.A.; 
*Roy E. Harrah. 
B.A. 
Jon B. Holmquist. B.A.; Harry
 
William 
Jenkins, B.A.; Arney Carl 
Lundquist, B.A.; t Floyd 
Raymond  
Martin, B.A.; William 
Floyd  Nich-
ols, B.A.; Robert Jack Rose, 
B.A.; 
William Loyd.Sickels, B.A.; "Rob-
ert Lewis Sutton, B.A.; R. Stan 
Tallant, BA.; *Gerald L. Thomp-











 B.S.;   
B.S.; Patricia 























 B.S.; t # Mar. I 
Summer session time is almost 





Women's  Physical 
Education
 









t  # Mary Ann Arnett, B.A.; 
Marilyn
 L. Beard, B.A.; 'Eileen 
Mary Bennett, B.A.;





 rude I.. Col-
lins, B.A.; 




Dianne  Dobson, B.A. 
Dinne Jean Edwards,
 B.A.; *Lin-
da Elaine Erwood, B.A.; °Mary Jo 
Fannin, B.A.; *Vicki Dale Erecter-
iksen, ft A.; 'Colette Helena Frei 
tas, 11.A.; *Diana Jean Conklin, 
B.A.; Theodora Ann Grindle. B.A.; 
#Sally Jean Ileisel, B.A.; 'Ruth 
Helen Burner. B.A. 
"Frances I.um, B.A.; 
*Carol  Ann 
Nelson, B.A.; *Geraldine M. Olson, 
B.A.;
 Ruth T. Ozaki, B.A.;  *Clau-
dine H. Simpson, B.A.; *Georgie 
Ann Steele, B.A.; *Sandra Sheloy 
Strand, B.A.; *Sally Wool Stueflo-
ten. BA.; 
**Geraldine  Margery 
Peterson, B.A.; 




# #Harriett Jane Ahee. B.A.; 
Floyd F. Ahlstedt, B.A.;
 Soeroto 
Atmosoedjono, B.A.; Julia M. Bar. 
















David Byrl Cox, B.A.; Roy 
Townsend Crosby jr., BA.; Ron-
ald S. Daniel, B.A.; 
t # #Cora 
Juanitta





 III, B.A.; Veronica 
DiMartino,  B.A.; Joan Laverne 






Calvin H. Hampy, B.A. 
David 
M. Hargens, B.S.; David 
H. 
Huntzinger,  B.A.; Lillie Yuriko 




 Wong June, B.A.; 
tRonald 














Nosker.  B.A.; 
t Miss Alison 
Phelps.  BA.; Wel-
Wednesday,
















































B.A.;  Thomas 
E.
 Wider, 
B.A.;  Milton Tanner, 
B.A.; Gus-
tavus B. Youngberg, 
Chemistry
 
*Genevieve  Susan 
Caputo,
 B.S.; 
Charles  Phillip 
Carle,
 B.A.; Frank 
L.



























neth  J. Ryan, 
EIS.;










 R. Coley, B.A.;












Johnnie A. P. omeli, 
B.A.;  +=David
 
R. Moyer. B.A.; 
tPaul
 W. Nor-













B.A.;  frRichard 
Al-
lan Scholl, 

















 R. Betz, 



























































































 will be 



























master's  thesis. 
Two 














































































































 George Kiyoshi 
Stieki, 








 V. Scarloss,  B.S.; 
Marilyn






#Claire  Frances 
South, B.S.; 
Darlene E lo i se 
Tell, B.S.; 
Darlene Eloise Tell, 
B.S.;  
t # #Dorothy Gertrude
 White, 
B.S.; Vonnie Lou
 Willig, B.S.; 
Margaret C. Wuttange, 13.5. 
Occupational Therapy 
#Carol Jane 
Coffey,  B.S.; 
Lorna M. 
Congdon,  B.S.; t #Edith 
Anne Gooderham,
 B.S.; Linda Gail 
Mahlsterlt,
 B.S.; Dorothy J. Mast-
ers, B.S.; Charlene
 Marie Ross. 
B.S.; Marilyn Mitsuye Terada,  
B.S.; Irene Carol Thomsen,
 B.S. 
Police 
Robert  David Andrew, BA.; 
Richard B. Callender,  BA.; Luke 
L. Dell'Orto, B.A.; Andres 
Elias  
Flores, B.A.; David James 
Gehr-
Inger, B.A.; Ann 
Marie  Hoherg, 
B.A.; Kenn Ho Lee, BA.; LeRoy 
Kendric 
Mathewson,  B.A.; Keith 
Camden Mollohan, BA.; Joseph 










B.A.;  t # #Fred A. 
Brooks,
 B.A.; Bert Ray 
Carli,  B.A.; 
James
 Paschal Curl 




















































the  smallest 
car trunk. 






















here. Deadline for returning appli-
cations for 
permits to register for 
the six -week session is today. 
Summer sessions offer a chance 
for regular students to speed
 up 
their  education, or to take extra 
courses they have been 
wanting  to 
get 
into their curriculum. 
Also in-service teachers have 
an 
opportunity
 to round out their ed-




and  chances for promotion. 
01. if a person wants to 
take a 
course of 
his own personal inter-
est, the SJS summer session is 
the perfect 
time
 to do it. 
Besides the regular courses, 
a number of special workshops 
will he 
aallashle during the in-
tersession week. June 20 to 24, 
and during the six and four 
ueek sessions, for tittles. who 
cannot attend the longer ses-
sions.
 








20 to 24. This is a par-




swimming  skills, teaching 
methods, and the planning and 
production of water shows.
 
A five-day 
workshop  for ele-
mentary, junior and senior high 
school and college teachers 
will  
he taught from June 20 to 24. 
Sequence of composition experi-
ences, elementary through lower 
division of college, will receive 
particular attention. 
Also during the intersession 
week, a conference will be held on 
Challenges of Childhood and Ado-
lescence. Particiants will hear au-
thorities from fields of sociology, 
psychiatry, psychology, human re-
lations and health. 
Dr. A. Joe Scull, M.D., medical 
and psychiatric director at the De-
vereux Schools, Santa Barbara, 
will lecture throughout the week. 
And from June 27 to August 6, 
a six unit kindergarten -primary 
workshop will be held 
for exper-
ienced teachers tinder the guidance 
of specialists. 
Registration  permits are still 
available at the summer sessions 
office, Adm144, according to 
Joe  
H. West. dean of summer sessions. 
The permjts allow students to 
register at a pre -determined 
time,  
and eliminate 
standing  in line, or 
registering  late, Dean 







 a- a a, 4. A dif-
ferent 































 7.95 and up 


















 for junior 
college instructors




 tor civil 
service 
placement  within the 
bay  
area and elsewhere 




 those now 






Several  students have 
requested 
that an M.A. 







 over half 
it
 the nuisters'




 M.A. have 
been a.sso-
ciateed
 with the 















fact, prefer to get
 the degree 
in political 
science."  he 
said.  
Work on the 
proposed program 
I began a 
little







 by the 




was made of 
comparable 















535 E. SANTA 




















but  your 














 than sprays that
 drip. 
 Better 
than wrestling with creams that 
are
 greasy ond messy. 
*roa f) 






















































 A. KjeIstroni. .S.; 

















































 L. McGuire, 
Louis Armstrong, B.A.; 
Gary  Rich-












 Cota- , 
nusky. 
B.A.; ',Philip Burnett 
Bet-
 









Henderson Mills, U.S., tRobert Ar-
ry. B.A.; 
Marcus  Graves Boucher, 
B.S.; James 
Bailey Egan.






Joseph  Casino, B.A.; 
Buddy Wayne
 Florence. 
U.S.. Louis Moore, B.S.; John Charles 
Edward 




Johnson.  U.S.. 
Donald
 













 Tom Noble,  U.S.; Doyle
 E. 












Wa Iter Reed 
Hardester.  
Norman,






















Ross John Hum hrev II A . 
Richard A. Lang. 
B.A.; .1-ti 














 William Clemens 







 Dean Francis San-
cedo, B.A.; Lon P. Marsh, BA : 
t=Janies  
Russell Nall. Jr., 
U.S.:
 
ders. B.S.; Robert Kay 
Schmitt,
 
William Hamilton Moore. B.A : 
 Lewis Wayne Shutt, B.S. 
Jim Y 
Nishimoto.  U.S.: 
tArnold S. 
B S 
Morah-Jean Pimlott, B.A.; Dwight " - 




'Geary  H. Pena, U.S.; 
Hugh Polen, B.A.; Norman Lee ' 
AnnaLiisic 
Rautanen.  B.A.; 
Er-  
old Lee Sporty,  
B.S.;  Charles John 
Porter,
 B.A.; Paul 
Eugene
 
Pratt.  ' 
nest William 
Paul



















B.A.: Martin K. Robison. RA.: 
B.S.; 









B.S.; Henry Varela. Jr.. 
Sloan. 
B.S.:  John T. 
Squires.  B.A.; 
David  Bernard 
Smith, B.A.; tRich-
Joseph
 John Sturm. B.A.: 
'Alan 





Kiyoshi  Ta- 






Thomas  A. Walsh. 
gum 
B.A.: 
',Ronald  G. 
Walldal/.  
B.A.;

































 Mitchell Allen, B 
George W. Ayres. 













 /Dean Blake. 
11.S.: Emile George Bourdet. B.S.: 
Peter John 
Brallier, U.S.; Jerry 
Mont
 Brown. B.A.; Jerry
 Lee 
Brown.  U.S.: James Morris Brown-
ing, Jr.. U.S.: Hugo W. Capagli. 





Gary Lee DeSeelhorst. U.S.: 
John D. Dessel, B.S.: William 
Hamilton Disney. U.S.: Jay Gor-












 George W. Fer-
_gison. U.S.: F. Patrick Flaherty. 
U.S.;
 Gary Edward Camel. B.S.: 
.lames L. Garcia. U.S.; Phillip Y. 
Gee,  U.S.;
 Robert C. Goodman, 
U.S.: John Cameron Gray. B.S. 
Barton B. Guertin. U.S.:
 War-
ren Arthur Gutzwiller. U.S.; 





dore Hodgdon. Jr.. U.S.: t=F:rnest 
Reinhart 
Hohener,  B.S.; Henry 





































 Credential a 
U.S.: 
Frank Michael Veloz. 
B.S.: 
tzFJohn Carlton Vickrey, Jr., B.S.; 








 13.S.; Pleasant Stew-
art Watson. U.S.:



















 Deane Collier 




as J. Davis. B.S.; Charles Edward 
Dunbar. B.A.; Michael 
Joseph
 El-







Derry  Allen Kauffman, B.A.;
 Wil-
ham Kenneth 









tensen. Jr., B.S.; Michael Joseph! 
Richard Mras. B.A.; James Curtis: 
Page. B.A.: Myron D. Robinson.' 
B.S.: Loren R. Schulberg. U.S.; 
Richard Charles Seth,  B.A.; Ber-










Webb,  B.A. 
WORK OF 
ART 

















































ise Goudie. B.A. 





























if we don't buy in enough, we 
must  order 
more texts from 






 ... Cash -- 
Trade  or Credit 












Beverly  J. 



























































































 Bakou, B.A.; 
'Sandra Dale
 Bearden. B.A.: 
'Robert
 J. Bennett. B.A.;
 'Rob -
ell Joseph Branstetter. B.A.;
 *Ce-






per. B.A.; "Joseph John Ghio. 
B.A.; 
Karen  Janice 
Harper,
 B.A. 





reen S. Leiby. B.A.: 
*Pauline  Ellen 
Litchfield, RA.; +=Loretta Hof -
cling Marks. B.A.; *Franca Maria 
Nloceo. B.A.; 1 -Phyllis S. Onishi. 
B.A.;
 




 Riccomini, B.A.; 









=Diane  Sandra Adams, B.A 
Roben  Rae Andelin, 














Antes. B.A.: *Barbara 
Anne Aahcraft, B.A.; turKett. 









 Elizabeth Bayer. B.A 
C 














































































































































































































































'Gloria  Ann 







































B.A.; *John C. Dunstan,  Jr.. B.A.; 
-Ruth Eva vanEttinger, B.A.; 
'Sharron
 Turner 
Ewer,  B.A.; 
l'acita








 H. Fine. 
B.A.; 
*Sally Flanagan. B.A. 
'Bette Clarice Fletcher. RA.: 
'Eugenia








L. Foster, B.A.; *Louise R. Foutch.1 
B.A.: 'Margaret Mary Fregosi, I 
B.A.; *Rose Marie Galli, B.A.; 







 B.A.; *Nola Mc -1 
*'try 
Gibbons,













38c  qt. 





2ND and WILLIAM 
Henderson,
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PIC-A-RIB  
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B.A.;  *Geraldine 
plea,
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CY 8-1212 










STORAGE -Monthly Rates 
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 Jean Stipe, 
B.A.;
 
'Reba  0. Stowe, 
B.A.:  
' Sharon 





 Aphrodite, B.A.; 
 Elizabeth E. Thompson, B.A.; 
*Patricia Ann Tooker, RA.; *Nan-
cy Ann Torees, B.A.; Ruth 
Might. 
on
 Torrey, B.A.: *Stella L. Unser. 
B.A.; *Audrey Elaine 
Vay,  B.A.: 
'Susan Elizabeth Valle. 
B.A.; 
'I )arlene Evelyn Veneman, B.A.: 
Jan
 Claire Verlinden,  B.A.: 































































































Harold  E. Salmon,
 
! Jessica Trout Stoebe, B.A. 
RA.;
 







'Ruth Helen Marks, B.A.: *Sheryl 
Dee Marshall, B.A.; 
'Sheila
 F. 






riggs, B.A.; 'Jean 


























 Robert  
P01. 




































huizen,  B.S.; 

















Karwatt,  Jr., U.S.;
 Ralph E 
Kincaid,




















 B.A.  
Metallurgical  
!Frank  Edward 













































































Ott'. U.S..  
t==Charles Jay








































































Wilkie,  B.A.; 
Bren-
da Willson, B.A.; 
MariyIn  Lu-
cilia 

















 Joyce Conner. 
13.A.;  
t*== -Ruth E. Cordrey, B.A.: 
Mar-
ianne  D'Amico, B.A.: 
*Michael 
Denistran, B.A.; 




























( Bari Ult. 
B.A.:  
t=Penelope
 Rae Bloom. B.A.: 
*Ida A. 
Colombi,  RA.; 
*Ruby  Lor-

































































































 R. 'meson 13.S.: 
Nakamatsii,






per, I3.5.;  Don 
David  Sampson, 
B.S.; t=Gerald
 Lyle Shreve, U.S.;
 
Ronald A. 
Weinhold.  U.S.: 
William 
B.S.; John Donald 
Moore,  B.S.; 
Eleazar
 Wm,  Morales, 
U.S.; Jose J. Wilkens, 
U.S.;
 Karl R. 
Wolff.  O'Neil, B.A.;
 




IS op, . 
.. . - t.. 
n 













 B.S.; Roger Lynn 
Swan, 
U.S.;






























 =Nancy Ann 







 L. Cragle, U.S.;
 Richard 


















 Dixon Pat T. 
Maginnis. 11.A.: Joe I.  
Nash,  
U.S.;
 Glenn T. 
Shepherd.  , Moya. 
Jr..  13.A.; t==Rod 
























Donald J. Odenbach, U.S.;
 
Arthur 





































































































































3 STORES TO 
SERVE  YOU 












1084 Lincoln Ave.  CV 4-2610 
56 
Valley

















































































 per group 
HOURS 
9 a.m.











































Baked  Potato 
ALSO  
. . . 
EVERY 



















Fourth and Julian  Next to Burger Bar 
Why do so 
many  of 
the liveliest
 cars on the road use Super Shell










supplier  of commercial 
aviation fuels (we 
have




 many of Shell's aviation 
developments
 have 
been  carried 
over into Shell 
gasolines. 















 not discover how
 
smooth  








a gallon? Your  Shell 
dealer  





Sholra  Wise 
plebe addltive, rewash' 
sessaisisS
 Tt:r swessgl 4 tArsling 
BBOBBLi1 
ItSPARTAN DAILY 





































chael  Clark 
Joyce,  B.A.: 
Dana 
tDonald Edward Cane', B.A.; 
Kocher,







Gomez,  B.A.; t=John 
trs:Arthur
 














 ==Patricia  




Hoffman,  RA.; Rudy 
Teo. 








 tJ. Stephen 
RA.; 
t==Melvin  Clyde Friesen, 
B.A.: 




William  Jean 
Hudspeth,
 B.A.; A. 
Douglass Hughes, B.A. 
David M. 
Loffswold,
 RA.; Glenn 
C. McClung, B.A.; Allan 
Hoover 
McLean,  B.A.; 
Gayle  Monthna, 
B.A.;
 Bruce Alton Olson,
 B.A.; J. 
Michael  O'Malley, 
B.A.; Bruce 
O'Neil, B.A.; 






Rexworthy,  B.A.; 
4:Stanley 





Akana,  B.A.; *Jerry 
A. Alexander, 
B.A.;  Diane Lor-
raine
 Baldwin, 
B.A.;  William D. 
Bartley,  B.A.; =*Joan 
E. Bowman, 
RA.; 
Vivien Ada Brehaut, 
B.A.; 
Thomas  J. Broome, B.A..; 
*Beverly 
Carol  Bunce, B.A.; =Stephen 
Eu-
gene 
Carlton,  B.A. 
Venetta  A. Carr, B.A.; *Donald 
Edward Carre', 
B.A.;  =Virginia C. 
Carter, 
B.A.;  Frances Beverly 
Clark, B.A.; 
Roseann R. D'Elia,  





 B.A.; Nevada 
June Haslett,  
B.A.; Muriel Elaine 
Hibbing, B.A.;
 Herbert Calvin 
Hilchey. B.A.; Sally 
Bartlett  Hill. 
B.A.; 
**Dorothy  Sydonia 
Hines, 
B.A.; =Nancy J. Hopkins,
 B.A. 




Lyon. RA.; Ronald Ballou Mac-








Clairene Machado Petersen. B.A.; 
t==Daniel  William Petersen. 
B.A.;
 tGerald W. Pfaff!, 
BA.:1
 
Sandra Planz, B.A.; Sally 
Mae ' 
Presher, B.A.; John P. Prieskorn.t 
B.A. 








 M. Smith, 
B.A.; =Kathryn F. Stein. B.A.; 








William  A. Kelsey,
 B.A 









McCready.  B.A.; 
Millard 
B. Martin, 
B.A.;  t*Glenda 
Faye  
Parker, B.A.;























 r, B.A.: 
=James Stuart 





















tClark  Gerald Mires, 
B.A.;  
Janis 
Dee Moellering, B.A. 
Clarence 
J. Morley 
II,  B.A.; 
1'4:1:Priscilla 
































B.A.:  P.enato 






 Boorman, B.A.: 
Sandra 
Lee 





Carr, B.A.: Nina Jo 
Carson, B.A.; 
Ronald Neil Craig, 
B.A.;  Dennis 
Foster Dalton, BA.; John
 Harold 






t==Mary Virginia Galvin, B.A.; 
Robert Ewart 
Gilchrist.  B.A.; 
Marilyn E. Golden, 
B.A.:  Barbara 
Zola
 Gootlund, B.A.; t==Nancy 
Lynn Hanselman, B.A.; 
Edward
 
Emmet Haworth, B.A.: John 
Francis Henry, B.A.; Mike John 













































B.A.;  Douglas W. Ora -
hood, B.A.; 




Quandt,  RA.; Al-
exander Reyes,
 B.A.; Robert Wen-
dell 
Richards, B.A.; Mac 
Joseph  
Ruiz, RA.; Arthur 
Francis  Ryan. 
B.A.:  George 
Arthur  Sanbrook. 





iDebris Loriene Stanton, B.A.; 










 Ann Vassallo, B.A.; 
tz:An-
drea Jean 














Oneto,  B.A.; =Nancy 
Rae Owens, 












Almgren,  B.A.; MariyIn Hes-
kelt, B.A.; Jerry L. Houser, B.A.. 





























 Are Good 
Again
 















































































































B.A.;  Ruth 
Price
 Keeley, B.A.; 
Joyce  Elaine 





Lowe,  B.A.; 
fluthe A. 
Lucier,
 RA.; Gayle Mon-
, B.A
 
1-1:Genevieve  Victoria 
Nelson,  
B.A.; Vernal 
M. Neufeld, B.A.; 
Susan




Louis Raspa, B.A.; 
tBonnie-Jean  
Reardon, 




































































































































































































































































































































Center,  24th & 

































































































































want  to take this 
opportunity  to say  
"Thai is 
your 





























Monday  & 
Tuesday
 
SAN  
REMO'S
 
218 
WILLOW  
STREET
 
LIKEWISE!
 
WANTED
 
Your
 Books 
DEAD 
OR
 
ALIVE
 
(But Not 
Too  
Dead)
 
I'a 
1114.
 
highest
 
Price*  
Because
 
We're  
National
 
Book 
Jobbers
 
Ourselves
 
Not
 
Just
 
1141(114.11Iel'
 
CALIFORNIA
 
BOOK
 
'Ilse  
11 
(Ilk
 
11 
Do
 
You 
Good"
 
LIKEWISE!
 
